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shipping weight: 1.50 kg
Manufacturer: Arduino

Product Description
OverviewThe Arduino Starter Kit Classroom Pack is a bundled solution, containing six of the popular Arduino Starter Kits.This Classroom 6-Pack is for a classroom of at least twelve
students — the recommended ratio is two students per kit — and intended for use starting from middle school teachers onwards, looking for an extensive educational solution for
learning how to use the Arduino platform.Each kit contains an Arduino Uno Rev 3 board, a collection of sensors and actuators, and — most important — a guide book which will
help students and teachers to take their first steps into the world of electronics, with interactive and sensing objects.Each Arduino Starter Kit contains a full color 170-page book with
instructions for fifteen projects:- 01. GET TO KNOW YOUR TOOLS: An introduction to the basics.- 02. SPACESHIP INTERFACE: Design a control panel for a starship.- 03.
LOVE-O-METER: Measure how hot-blooded you are.- 04. COLOR MIXING LAMP: Produce any color with a lamp that uses light as an input.- 05. MOOD CUE: Let people know
how you're doing.- 06. LIGHT THEREMIN: Create a musical instrument you play by waving your hands.- 07. KEYBOARD INSTRUMENT: Play music with this keyboard.- 08.
DIGITAL HOURGLASS: A light-up hourglass that can stop you from working too much.- 09. MOTORIZED PINWHEEL: A colored wheel that will make your head spin.- 10.
ZOETROPE: Create a mechanical animation you can play--and in reverse.- 11. CRYSTAL BALL: A mystical tour to answer all your tough questions.- 12. KNOCK LOCK: Unlock a
door with a secret knock.- 13. TOUCHY-FEELY LAMP: A lamp that responds to your touch.- 14. TWEAK THE ARDUINO LOGO: Control your personal computer from your
Arduino.- 15. HACKING BUTTONS: Create a master control for all of your devices!
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